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E·fficiency
The real consumption in real time*

NEW!

Rointe presents E·fficiency, the new update in Rointe 
Connect which lets you know at first-hand how 
efficiently you are using the heating system. It also 
lets you know the temperatures, consumption, 
running costs and savings accumulated in real 
time from your mobile, tablet or computer.  

E-fficiency shows the relation between 
consumption, temperatures, active 
programs, working time, installation 
dimension, etc. by way of a colour scale 
–red, yellow and green- to show the user 
how efficiently the system is working. 
This way, this relation may be unbalanced 
(red), for revision (yellow) or efficient 
(green).

Behaviour 
indicator
E·fficiency shows you how 
efficiently you are using your 
heating

running costs and savings accumulated in real 
time from your mobile, tablet or computer.  

E-fficiency shows the relation between 
consumption, temperatures, active 
programs, working time, installation 
dimension,
–red, yellow and green- to show the user 
how efficiently the system is working.
This way, this relation may be unbalanced 
(red), for revision (yellow) or efficient 
(green).

Behaviour
indicator
E·fficiency shows you 
efficiently you are using your 
heating

* The measurements were carried out by Rointe under stable, controlled 
conditions with a percentage of variability in the result. The value shown in 
the measurement may differ depending on conditions such as the network or 
other values. Rointe is not responsible that these variations affect the result. 
To ensure full functionality, please ensure there is an internet connection at 
all times.
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Consumption
Shows the real energy 
consumption by 
installation, zone or 
product.

Economic cost
This lets you know the 
real cost of using the 
heating system per day, 
month or year.

Temperature
Here you can see the 
temperature that has 
been set and that read 
by the product sensor.

Savings accumulated**
This shows the savings 
accumulated by having 
the D Series heating 
system.

cienc  is made up of 5 main screens:

See how much you save!

e cienc

This is the main screen of E-fficiency, where you 
can quickly find a summary of the use of your 
heating which interests you:

Summary of use 
See at a glance how the 
system is working

Consumption of the installation in £ and 

KWh by day, month or year*

ffective power consu ed in relation to 

the nominal power

Daily, monthly and yearly savings 

accu ulated

Data tra c consu ed by your products

** The value shown on the “SAVINGS” screen is the total of the 
savings of all the products which are installed. This saving is 
calculated by subtracting the effective power of the product from 
its nominal power then multiplying this figure by the price per 
KwH and the hours of use. 
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AVAILABLE FINISHES

White

Graphite forge effect

RAL colour*

D Series radiator with

DELTA Ultimate 
tec nolo

Fuzzy Logic Energy Control: energy smart technology

100% aluminium radiator with end panels

Optimized design for maximum heat dissipation

Two SMD electronics board circuits, lithium battery and triac

Optimum balance with 110 w/element

Finish available in RAL colours*

1.77” TFT screen with background colour personalisation

E·life Technology: home automation technology

USER Mode: possibility of assigning working temperatures range

Wireless communication via WIFI and infrared

Advanced control panel with touch control

True Real Power: smart data consumption meter**

“Open window” energy smart function

Product functionality accessible through visual menus

Consumption and control statistics**

10 year warranty on aluminium and 2 years on electronics

C
front view side view

IP24C

*Personalised colour available upon demand. Call us for further details and lead time. For any info on the 
RAL colour finishes please ask us for the colour chart. ** The measurements were carried out by Rointe 
under stable, controlled conditions with a percentage of variability in the result. The value shown in the 
measurement may differ depending on conditions such as the network or other values. Rointe is not 
responsible that these variations affect the result. To ensure full functionality, please ensure there is an 
internet connection at all times.


